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THE TRAGIC LOSS OF BLOODLINES AND
MENTORING IN AMERICA

Carol D. Hawke (with permission)

These tremulous topics are sub-
jects I have been carefully contemplating for
better than a decade after we first began to
hear rumors from British friends about the
unsettling disappearance of renowned blood-
lines and having personally witnessed the
decline of individual mentoring here in
America. The disconcerted whispers have
evolved into various public outcries as num-
bers of longtime breeders, handlers and
judges worldwide have united in mutual con-
cern.

In all recorded decades past in
America and over much of the centuries writ-
ten of dog breeding, serious dog breeders
have always worked diligently to produce
“bloodlines.” Americans are still inclined to
fondly refer in slang to their breeding pro-
grams as their “ lines.” These were typically
direct canine lineages that traced back to one
or more foundation stock of note. These
“lines” remained consecutive as the decades
pushed steadily onward, with breeders add-
ing and removing characteristics in the same
fashion as an artist adds and removes detail
from a masterpiece in progress. Sometimes
that forward momentum came at a crawl and
other times in leaps and bounds, yet serious
fanciers rarely abandoned their “lines.” In
actual practice, bloodlines were only rejected
when a deadly defect or perilous plague al-
lowed no other option. For a few breeders,
such disaster spelled the end of a life’s work.
The venture was over insofar as they were
concerned. Others found opportunities to
begin again with some related stock shared
by a former pupil or two. The point remains;
dedicated breeders remained intensely loyal
to their original programs.

Each major bloodline presented a
differing view of the standard while all of them
offered some presentable version. Every ken-
nel or “line” did its’ own share of winning and
staked-out a firm place in the annals of ca-
nine history. Large or small, each one made
a contribution, of that there can never be any
question or doubt. One could count on those
“lines” inasmuch as they were identifiable
types, to produce dogs that would in turn, pro-

duce more dogs that bore the distinct resem-
blance of “the line.” There was a notable, posi-
tive measure of consistency both phenotypi-
cally and genetically. A common practice was
for the next generation of dog breeders (the
mentored) to take up foundation stock from
two popular “lines” and create, much to their
own and everyone else’s great delight, a “new
line.” Wisely mentored, talented individuals
found ways to bring out the very best of differ-
ing “lines.” Such efforts frequently made fast
friends of longtime show opponents. After all,
both lines contributed to a reawakened suc-
cess in much the same fashion proud grand-
parents are spontaneously united. In a few
cases where the “lines” clashed and the new
efforts failed, each side could blame the other
for the unhappy results. Regardless, a mutu-
ally satisfying proposition resulted however
the tossed genetic coin may have landed. If
one cross failed, another was attempted until
success was eventually obtained. The entire
process was accomplished under the watch-
ful eyes of scrupulous mentors. A successful
breeding program of one’s own marked the
rite of passage for the past two centuries of
dog breeding in America until the most recent
decades. Tendencies and trends in dog
breeding have suddenly taken a series of
sharp turns. Times have changed, yes, but
times always do change while dog breeding
as a hobby is manifesting an entirely new face.

What shall we entitle this fallacious
facade? Nobody I have the pleasure of know-
ing at length in dogs is able to fully grasp this
anomaly and accurately identify it. Is this a
transitional phase in dog breeding or is it the
wave of the future rendering many of us the
tail end of an ancient entity that will cease
before our very eyes? The visible characteris-
tics of this incomprehensibly unorthodox ap-
proach to dog breeding reveals first and fore-
most the loss of distinct “lines” as we knew
them. Subsequently and secondarily we note
the rapid decline of clearly identifiable varia-
tions within breeds owing to an apparent lack
of resolve to preserve known lines or even
develop new ones for that matter. Evidently,
many of today’s trendy fanciers may view dog
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Best in Show
Ch. Regency’s Twist Of Fate

Garden City, Kansas KC
Sunday, March 6.

Breed judge: Dr. Lee Reasin
Group judge: Mrs. Anne Katona
Best in show: Dr. Lee Reasin

Twister was bred by Beverly Verna and
Gwen Mulheron and is owned by Beverly

Verna and David & Kim Potts

SPECIALTY WINS
Cactus State MSC
February 26, 2004

Sweepstakes (4 – 4)
Judge: Mrs. Cherryl Lyons

Best in Sweeps…Daree’s Notice Me/Mulheron
BOS in Sweeps…Rudesheim’s Sunset Bch Babe/

Sturgeon
Regular Classes (9 -18 - 4 - 1)

Judge: Edd E Bivin
WD…Galaxy’s Wizard Of Oz/Rybicki

RWD…Pan-Tau Von Den Oppasser/Holloway
WB…Dynasty’s Scarlet O’hara/Gamwell

RWB…Galaxy Holly Hoot-N-Annie/Brooks
BOB…CH Regency’s Twist Of Fate/Verna

BOW…Galaxy’s Wizard Of Oz/Rybicki
BOS…Dynasty’s Scarlet O’hara/Gamwell

Obedience   (1)
Judge: Edward H Haas

High Score…CH Galaxy’s Majestic Murph/Cole

Lone Star MSC
March 19, 2004

Sweepstakes (0-2)
Judge: Shirley Reynolds

Best in Sweeps…Katby's Mariah
Regular Classes (7-12-7)

Judge: Clayton Coady
WD…Garlyn's Fortune Hunter/Sims

RWD…Kartinhous's I'm Flying Dolo/Petteway
WB…Dreamaker Regal Elegance/Allen

RWB…Repitition's Carmina Burana?Haakensen
BOB…CH Ruedesheim's Gigolo

BOW…Garlyn's Fortune Hunter/Sims
BOS…Ch.Tejas Christmas Carol/Powell/Marks
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 Inherited Retinal Dysplasia in
Miniature Schnauzer Dogs

(Bruce H. Grahn, 1*, Eric S. Story, 1, and Catherine
McMillan, 2). Department of Small Animal Clinical

Sciences, Western College of Veterinary Medicine,
University of Saskatchewan, 52 Campus Drive,

Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, S7N 5B4; 1, Box 579,
Delisle Saskatchewan, S0L 0P0; 2,

*brucegrahn@usask.ca

Purpose.  To define the clinical syndrome
and determine the etiology of retinal dyspla-
sia and persistent primary vitreous in minia-
ture Schnauzer dogs.

Methods.  We examined 106 miniature
Schnauzers with a biomicroscope and an in-
direct opthalmoscope.  Several enucleated
eyes were fixed, sectioned, and stained rou-
tinely.  They were examined with routine light
microscopy, and transmitting and scanning
electron microscopy.  A pedigree was con-
structed and related dogs were test-bred to
define the mode of inheritance of this syn-
drome.

Results.  Congenital retinal dysplasia was
confirmed in 24 of 106 related miniature
Schnauzer dogs.  Physical and post-mortem
examinations revealed that congenital abnor-
malities were limited to the eyes.
Biomicroscopic and indirect opthalmologic
and neuro-opthalmic examinations confirmed
that many of these dogs were blind second-
ary to bilateral retinal dysplasia and detach-
ment (non-attachment) n=13), and the re-
mainder had focal areas of retinal dysplasia
(n=11).  Several of these dogs were also di-
agnosed with unilateral (n=9) or bilateral (n=6)
persistent hyperplastic primary vitreous.
These examinations and the pedigree and test
bred litters revealed that this condition is in-
herited.

Conclusions.  This study confirms that reti-
nal dysplasia and persistent hyperplastic pri-
mary vitreous is a congenital syndrome that
is inherited as an autosomal recessive con-
dition in miniature Schnauzers.  Supported
by Companion Animal Health Research Grant
702615.

None.

Gerald Melvin Kyser
  Nov. 6, 1927 - March 11, 2004

  Jerry was born, in Neosho, Mo., to
Harold  and Maggie Kyser.  He gradu-
ated from Neosho High School in
1945. He received an associate of arts
degree from Northeastern Oklahoma
A&M College in Miami in 1950 and has
done post-graduate work in physics
at Baylor University. He also taught at
Rockdyne. He married Dorothy A.
Cowan in Neosho on Dec. 24, 1948.
She survives, of the home. Additional
survivors include two daughters,
Pamela Maegers and husband James
of Bartlesville and Shari Rogers and
husband Mark of Lewisville, Texas; two
brothers, Claire Kyser of Wann and
Charles Kyser of Joplin, Mo., and three
grandchildren,Vanessa and Christo-
pher Maegers, both of Bartlesville, and
Jennifer Rogers of Lewisville.

  Jerry was an active member of the
AMSC.  He served as Historian and
Treasurer for many years.

   Many of us, in retrospect, feel that we
should have thanked him for his work
and devotion to the Club.

I will sorely miss him, as will
the Club, and I just didn’t

want to let his passing go by
without paying a tribute to

him.  (M.Legderwood)

He was a person who made you feel
like you wanted to do anything you
could to help; and one who inspired

admiration for all his personal
qualities. He was a real friend with a

warm relationship with others,
someone you immediately felt right at

home with and comfortable. And
“honorable” is a term I would use

wholeheartedly. He devoted so many
many hours to the AMSC freely and
generously. It was a pleasure for me
to work with him on enhancing the
photos from the 1950 Popular Dogs

Magazine for the History.
We were so lucky to have had him
and will miss him greatly. (L.Bush)

Memorial contributions are sug-
gested to the AMSC in care of the

Cooper-Althouse Funeral Home of
Miami

AMSC BOARD MEETING will
be held on April 9 at 7PM at the

Best Western in Perry, GA.

*DECALS & PINS. You can get AMSC
decals ($1.00) and Replacement pins
($7.50) from:
  Nancy Banas
  660 Ash Road
  Hoffman Estates, IL 60194

*LOCAL CLUBS...please be sure to in-
clude all information when sending
Specialty tear sheets for inclusion in
AMSCOPE e.g. Judges, dates, entry,
obedience.

* LOCAL CLUBS...send a copy of your
newsletter to the following members
of the Local Club Bulletin Committee:

Lori Bush, Chairperson
LLBSchn@aol.com
3606 Cinnamon Trace Drive
Valrico, FL 33594-6058

Beverly Verna
bebop@inreach.com
31451 South Kasson Road
Tracy, CA 95304

Carol Patterson
latshaws@verizon.net
800 North York Road
Sterling, VA  20164-3713

AND to:  Carla Borrelli (cborr@aol.com)
    1799 South Creek Road
      Derby, NY 14047

*E-MAIL...If you would like to send your
wins to AMSCOPE via E-MAIL, use the fol-
lowing address:
        CBORR@AOL.COM
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breeding as a sort of genetic ‘smorgasbord’
wherein it really does not matter what one starts
with or ends up with as long as it produces a
winner instantly. What we are witnessing is
the rejection of the proven practice of long term
breeding from a particular line or lines in order
to manifest some version of the breed stan-
dard along with the essential fine-tuning that it
has always necessitated. I have personally
noted (along with many who have arisen from
the traditional role of dog breeding) that no
apparent mental concept of the breed stan-
dard seems to be required by this new gen-
eration of dog breeders. In its’ place resides
the quaint desire to refrain from producing a
show specimen with any disqualifying faults
or other serious refractions that might prevent
winning. If every critter produced by such breed-
ers and their typical, entangling alliances is
entirely different in type, temperament and
structure from the next, this is apparently inci-
dental if not amusingly quirky - rather than ap-
propriately humiliating. This recent phenom-
ena poses a genuine dilemma for the men-
tors currently addressing dog breeders and
doubtless, to our reigning judges.

Much of the murmuring amongst long-
time breeders and judges reflects the rarity of
locating two dogs with remotely equivalent vir-
tues in any given breed, much less in any class
at a dog show today. There appears neither
rhyme nor reason to the breeding techniques
being implemented. One might surmise from
the evidence presented that today’s dog
breeder expects to win at each outing with ev-
ery show prospect entered. Infinitely worse, far
too many are wont to sell as show prospects
all remotely saleable individuals from each lit-
ter produced without regard to consistency of
quality or future prepotency. Perplexingly over-
looked is the simple fact that a great deal of
time has always been expended at home by
serious, ethical dog breeders planning, grow-
ing out and placing the majority of litters who
are not and never will be, show or breeding
quality dogs. That’s just the way dog breeding
pans out. Only the best were brought forth for
public exhibition. Every pup a conscientious
individual produces doesn’t rate ‘show pros-
pect’ nor should they all be considered as
breeding stock by virtue of the obvious fact that
they share the same illustrious pedigree. This
lack of common sense (or excessive greed, if
the truth be revealed) is one of the primary fac-
tors that engenders severe anxiety for long-
time mentors who are valiantly risking their own
reputations to educate and represent novice
breeders, just as their illustrious predeces-
sors once did.

It has historically been stressed that
no individual can successfully breed a line of
dogs without a very specific breed template in
mind. Similarly, ethical breeders have always
been taught to conscientiously remove from

the breeding program all stock that failed to
meet those criteria. This is the foundational
motivation behind judging dogs and the pri-
mary protocol for assessing them in a show
ring. Today’s version of novice unfortunately
tends to reveal the stereotypical know-it-all who
eagerly acquires a dozen differing bitches from
equally as many breeders (often worldwide)
and pack them right off to the top winning stud
dogs in their breeds. Such blatantly short-
sighted behavior is still preferable to nauseat-
ing scenario B. Consider the latter case
wherein those same bitches are bred to the
most local and convenient stud dog(s) the
breeder can find or pick up inexpensively. The
fact that these naïve newcomers are frequently
financially raped by what should be ‘reputable’
dog breeders (especially overseas) is another
issue entirely. Owing to a considerable lack of
deep thinking or just glaring ignorance, count-
less modern breeders are more interested in
health clearances than pedigrees and show
records than prepotency. Health clearances
are marvelous (we’ve promoted them for years
ourselves) but they can never substitute for the
intimate knowledge that will reveal exactly
which lines tend to produce which defects. A
series of health clearances achieved by a dog
from a line that has consistently produced
those defects is like a rubber sword. It’s not
going to protect your breeding program in the
end run. You may be inclined to disagree with
this; but I would rather breed to a dog from a
line I know rarely produces a certain defect
even though my choice may have failed that
test, than the previous candidate. Equally vi-
tally, an experienced analysis of pedigree qual-
ity and depth is vital to the success of any
breeding program. The inability to wisely ap-
prehend each of these invaluable tools and
utilize them from the standpoint of experience
will render a pedigree little more than a fancy
piece of paper and health statistics and show
records no better than an interesting collec-
tion of facts. Widely available are wonderful
books and new programs designed to help
instruct the breeders of this era but again, I
reiterate and strongly advocate; personal, in-
dividual mentorship has absolutely no substi-
tute. Only a mentor can personally impart ev-
ery detail of an intimate knowledge while role
modeling ethical and conscientious conduct.
Successful breedership is taught not bought!

Herein lies my second key point to-
day. Until a wannabe breeder develops a spe-
cific breed photograph (hopefully, based upon
the breed standard) internally and makes the
choice to honor proven, worthwhile mentors
who will devote themselves to their pupils suc-
cess, he will fail to create any long term impact
on his chosen breed. Today’s candidates
seem to compose a burgeoning group of root-
less competitors that buy dogs left and right in
each breed and hop right into the ring with them
longing desperately for winners or, at least

wins. Every year they sport new dogs, new lines
and a new look. It causes one to ponder pre-
cisely what happened to last year’s models!
These people don’t have the groundwork to
breed dogs of the merit they desire. Compare
any such individual to another who is champi-
oned by successful mentors and is blessed
with the wisdom and patience to actually heed
their advice. Both individuals will output simi-
lar amounts of time and effort but the former,
self-appointed orphan will nearly always
struggle vainly and likely abandon the effort.
Others just switch from breed to breed, hop-
ing for better “luck.” Worse yet, many become
bitter renegades determined to regain their
initial investment one way or another. Perhaps
the impact being sought currently is a different
one than that so admired in previous decades.
If the motivation is simply to “win, win, win!”
and subsequently, “any dog will do you,” then
our nation’s mentors really ought to step back,
take a deep breath, uncurl their toes and fin-
gers and let come what may. My assertion has
long been, “Big winds blow over,” but perhaps
in this case; “Big wins blow over,” would be
more apropos. The end result of each
individual’s efforts will eventually become vis-
ible in conformation and performance circles
and in the annals of canine history, as it al-
ways has. However, the likelihood of this fast-
food mentality (as applied to dog breeding)
ever producing consistency in type, tempera-
ment or soundness is well beyond the realm
of a slim chance and if it were to gain foothold,
we would be forced to concede that the days of
bloodlines and prepotent producers may be
nigh over. These strangely inspired opportun-
ists will still manage to produce winning dogs
hither and yon but never two and three in the
same litter. Moreover, such dogs will seldom
pass on the characteristics that caused them
to win in the first place. Flash-in-the-pan win-
ners may even produce healthier pups in the
short term owing to the blessing of outcross
vigor but in the long run, the progress will not
be sustained. It takes generations of working
through genetic defects to breed them out to a
very safe distance, if you know “the line” and
what it tends to produce consistently that is. It
also requires generations to breed in virtues
that will reproduce faithfully.

Allow me to relate an incident at this
point. It’s a true story so I hope all prospective
dog breeders will sit up and pay attention.
When I was a teenager I worked very hard for a
lady who raised German Shorthairs. One day
she informed me we were going to clean a
large kennel owned by a wealthy fancier of the
breed. My mentor warned me to be wary of the
dogs and not speak openly regardless of what
I saw. The elderly fellow who owned the place
was no longer able to manage the operation
properly but she also insisted that he had been
“an eccentric” all his life. In fact, that is what

THE TRAGIC LOSS OF BLOODLINES AND MENTORING IN AMERICA...continued from p. 1, column 3
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THE TRAGIC LOSS OF BLOODLINES AND MENTORING IN AMERICA...continued from p. 3, column 3
everyone in our area called this man, “eccen-
tric.” Over a period of decades the patron had
built a beautiful, full-fledged kennel with indoor/
outdoor runs on a lovely parcel of acreage. In-
side this brick facility were special rooms des-
ignated to breed, whelp and rear pups and
even space for displaying show and field tro-
phies. A small home on the property had been
provided for live in kennel help. Large yards to
exercise the dogs were overgrown while pre-
viously well-kempt flowerbeds had withered
away. In previous years they must have sup-
plied a lovely grandeur to the exterior. Once
inside the kennel, all lofty expectations fell des-
perately short. The dogs were as many types
as one could ever dread coming across in any
given breed. There were tall ones; short-
legged ones, coarse headed and snipey dogs
and not one that looked remotely like the next.
There were friendly, tail-wagging dogs ken-
neled next to neurotic, circle-spinning, crazy
dogs that would as soon bite you as look at
you. To tell you the truth, it was rather nauseat-
ing. I had to seriously rethink the prospect of
breeding dogs as a hobby for some time after
we finished cleaning the kennel and departed.
That chaos was the end result of decades of
breeding based upon the incredibly mistaken
premise that “winning is the only thing,” and
little else mattered. What cemented the dis-
mal failure in my young mind was the realiza-
tion that the rewards (ribbons and trophies)
accumulated over those decades were ren-
dered utterly trivial and meaningless by the lack
of consistent virtue in those dogs. This
‘breeder’s’ efforts provided nothing of value
and in some ways, served to set the breed
back locally. He had accumulated a few, tar-
nished trophies and wrinkled ribbons but noth-
ing consequential was accomplished. If one
can be satisfied with so little then I will admit
that this fast-track mindset regarding dog
breeding may be of an extremely limited value.

Here is another case in point for those
who feel personal mentoring should remain a
lost art. An individual whom had migrated from
another breed decided to focus an effort at line-
breeding on the most prepotent stud dog of
the past century. Although himself a dog of
many grand virtues, he possessed equal and
grievous faults that he managed to set into his
offspring. His main fault was a weak, round
headpiece featuring a narrow, triangular
shaped muzzle (instead of the broad muzzle
required) with its’ accompanying narrow, wry
jaw. To a lesser degree, he was also straight
stifled. Without the meticulous, personal
mentoring that should have been provided in
order to point out to this newcomer those seri-
ous deficits, they became quickly overlooked.
As time passed, this confused individual con-
cluded that the miserable headpiece that came
to characterize that breeding program should
be promoted as a correct feature for the entire
breed. These dogs were widely advertised

throughout the canine world until many judges
began to accept this outlandish conglomera-
tion of faults as an acceptable version of stan-
dard breed type. This tragedy may not have
occurred if just one particularly prodigious
breeder had been properly schooled individu-
ally regarding the correct utilization of the breed
standard and modern bloodlines. A qualified
mentor could have steered this novice around
the immobilizing point of blind ignorance.
Those judges who fail to read and apply breed
standards and who judge by advertisement
(familiar faces) alone do purebred dogs an
equal disservice. Very often, a simple lack of
proper tutoring is all it takes to instill a nega-
tive trend into any given breed.

There are invaluable concepts be-
coming lost to our recent generation of dog
breeders. Either that or the wrong shaped pegs
are being pounded against their will into the
incorrect holes by the stubbornly ignorant for
lack of other suitable explanation. I cannot per-
sonally conclude that the dog world is so lack-
ing in serious, experienced mentors as it is
deplorably void of dedicated, loyal students
who are determined to ‘mind their mentors’
and invest more than their silly, petty funds.
Rather, let them invest something into the
Sport of lasting value such as their time, talent
and devotion. I would cheerfully trade ten thou-
sand of these ridiculous, “Top-Ten-Syndrome”
devotees with fistfuls of dollars for one mod-
est, respectful and loyal breed student. More-
over I would prefer one without a spare penny.
Such a prodigy will be far less wasteful with
my precious bloodlines than some exasper-
ating, bill-folding biped that deliriously sus-
pects she can magically create a breeding pro-
gram from thin air by waving a few bucks in the
right direction. Deluded individuals are further
inclined to believe that currency can induce lost
bloodlines to reappear intact at a moment’s
notice. I suppose that our longtime handlers
feel equally plagued standing knee-deep in
so many upstart “instant agents” who collect
dogs to exhibit at sundry fees like garbage men
do waste from our sidewalks on a weekly ba-
sis. This miserable misconduct readily ex-
plains what we end up with in our rings each
weekend! Am I suggesting that all modern dog
breeders are hopelessly sidetracked? By no
means, only that peculiar faction that fit neatly
into the trappings of the disclosed package.
What if you wish to succeed as a novice breeder
but dread falling into this pattern? How can
you identify the wrong track if you are on it?

Take the following rudimentary quiz to chal-
lenge yourself:

1. How many bitches does it take to produce a
quality line of dogs?

a. Five (one from each of the top
names in your breed)

b. Ten (the above group plus one from
each of the top breeders in Europe)
c. Thirteen (one can never go wrong
with a baker’s dozen!)
d. As many as you can accumulate
with the funds you have or can finance
e. One good one from a reputable line

2. How many puppies in each litter are show
prospects if you have produced a typical litter
of four well-bred pups?

a. Four (they all came from the
same parents and the same
pedigree)
b. Three (one is bound to be a pet
and you have one pet home waiting
as it turns out)
c. Two (keep the best bitch and the
best dog or the best two pups
regardless of consistency)
d. None of them until your mentor
has helped you evaluate which to
grow out.

3. What actually constitutes pet quality?

        a. A serious genetic defect
        b. A breed disqualification
        c. A & B combined
        d. Bad temperament
        e. A, B & D combined
        f. A mediocre specimen regardless of
          pedigree
        g. Pet home waiting

4. What actually constitutes a show pros-
pect?
        a. No genetic defects
        b. No breed disqualifications
        c. Showy, outgoing attitude
        d. Loud color
        e. Good legs  this baby can really move
             out!
        f. Pretty face and fabulous coat
        g. An outgoing, outstanding breed
            representative with a solid pedigree to
            back it up.
        h. Show home waiting

5. What is the difference between a “breed-
ing quality dog” and a show quality dog?

a. Breed disqualification(s)
b. Good quality, poor temperament
c. Ugly head, sound legs
d. Pretty head, can’t move
e. Great dog, lousy pedigree
f. None of the above. There should
be no difference.

Cont'd on p. 5, col. 1...Tragic Loss...
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THE TRAGIC LOSS OF BLOODLINES AND MENTORING IN AMERICA...continued from p.4

world can become a very cold and lonely place
all of a bloody sudden! (This is by no means a
reference to honest mistakes which all of us
can and do make regularly.) I remember one
of the first individuals who ever mentored my
husband and I. At a club meeting held in our
home he hung back after everyone departed
and confided in my ear, “These new people
come in and they want you to help them get
started. You help them and they turn around
and put a knife in your back so you can never
trust them again!” I cringed internally wonder-
ing if our club leader was on drugs or just an
overly dramatic sort of fellow. At the time I
thought it was a rather amusing incident. Years
later I came to appreciate the full impact of his
presumably paranoid statement. Anyone who
has been in dogs for a decade is already
mentoring newbies. It just happens naturally
for most of us. At that early stage the process
is rather akin to a teenager mentoring a tod-
dler. A decade later there is a further transfor-
mation and we become adults leading teen-
agers. In each mentoring relationship there is
mutual growth from differing aspects. That is
how this mentoring relationship should
progress. It is at the initial checkpoint that we
are noting a bizarre glitch in the system, if you
will. Around the five-year mark those students
who should depart since they are unwilling to
learn anyway, for various, insidious reasons -
don’t. Instead, they tack up their own signs and
go into business thumbing their noses openly
at or even more commonly, behind the backs
of their previous mentors. A few actually resort
to destroying the reputations of their former
mentors as a boorishly pathetic hobby.

Reading every dog breeding and ge-
netics manual ever manufactured won’t cut the
mustard when such independent students ac-
tually try to breed litters from various blood-
lines (especially those ridiculous, tossed-
salad combinations thereof.) Half the time,
these mentoring dropouts retain the wrong
pups and let the outstanding prospects go,
thus insuring their own failure. Without proper
mentoring, they are literally lost amidst a world
of pedigrees, canine husbandry and exhibi-
tion. Still, the foolishly proud would rather
struggle alone than face the music and apolo-
gize to the honorable instructors they have
grieved. I’ve watched such individuals attach
strings to every pup they sell in mortal terror of
repeating these dread foibles. A team of vet-
erinarians will be less successful at diagnos-
ing the various stages and odd quirks of those
lines than one longtime breed mentor. In stub-
born rebellion, these folks will rely upon any
opinion other than that of a qualified expert.
The number of lives of dogs saved by good
mentoring is impossible to calculate but I
would suspect at least a dozen for each suc-
cessful mentor. Which is why it irks me to no

         distributed; the majority finished, the
         pedigree was solid, and they created a
         permanent, positive impact on the
         breed
        h. Both parents are champions
        i. Show homes waiting impatiently with
         money in hand.

The correct answer is available in
each category. Moreover, they are overt an-
swers. Did you quickly arrive at them? If you
were regularly drawn to multiple choices in
each category and are confused at this point
you definitely need a good mentor. If you aren’t
sure whom to approach in your breed, ask
around at dog shows. (Forget the Internet, you
will merely come out showered with arrows!)
Collect sufficient expert opinions to obtain a
consensus. A quality mentor can document
considerably more than a decade in their breed;
will have produced many champions and one
or more notable producers of that breed. Con-
scientious mentors carefully monitor the ge-
netic defects within their lines throughout each
generation and can prove it. Such individuals
will desire to mentor only serious students, so
please do not waste their time and break their
hearts if you do not happen to be one of them.
If you aren’t in this hobby for the long haul,
please get out now while the getting is good.
Successful dog breeding is about quality rela-
tionships, long-term investments, a dauntless
love for dogs and conscientious determina-
tion. If your ideal hobby is all about winning
and making a big name for yourself as quickly
as possible, you are harboring an incognito
loser mentality and what you really need is
counseling. That’s a strong opinion. If you de-
cide to stay, you will discover many more where
that one came from. However, if you really love
a certain breed of dog and your heart’s desire
is to be intimately involved, produce a line of
healthy, happy, sound dogs from proven blood-
lines, then by all means find a good mentor or
two and super glue yourself to them. If you are
willing to become a lifelong student, can take
advice humbly and gratefully from those who
are willing to share their doggy endeavor, you
deserve a good mentor. If respect ranks high
in your personal vocabulary and you weren’t
born knowing it all, you have the potential to
contribute as a valuable member of doggy
society. Honestly, I cannot recall even one top
breeder I have known that succeeded entirely
alone. One day you may discover that you are
a dog breeder of renown and qualified to men-
tor students yourself! You will become ab-
sorbed in a worldwide community of dedicated,
ethical, compassionate people who have em-
braced you slowly but surely.

One word in admonition; if you are in
the process of being mentored and choose to
intentionally thwart prominent mentors who
have taken you under their wings, the doggy

6. How many pups per litter do you need to
keep to maintain a bloodline?
        a. Half the litter
        b. One dog, one bitch...just in case one
         is sterile or does not turn out.
        c. The two best bitches
        d. The whole litter, in case some don’t
         turn out or are sterile.
        e. The one pup that is better than it’s
        quality parents.
        f. How many bloodlines do you intend to
         work with at one time???

7. How many litters per year do you need to
produce to maintain your bloodline?
        a. Two if it’s an easy breed or five if it’s a
         hard breed to raise live litters out of.
        b. Three, in case the first two didn’t cut
           the mustard
        c. As many as possible without sending
         a red flag up at AKC
        d. Enough to cover all doggy expenses
        e. One, if it’s well thought out and
         carefully evaluated
        f. How many bloodlines do you intend to
         work with at one time???

8. Why do you need a mentor and why
should he or she help you evaluate your
litters initially?

a. You don’t, really. Take their good
advice or leave it since it’s basically
just another opinion.
b. You only require a mentor long
enough to obtain that quality dog.
c. Anyone who will trust you with his
or her life’s work will gratefully help
you manage it properly. An ethical
mentor will never intentionally steer
you wrong and will work hard to see
you succeed. Translation: your
success is their success!
d. ‘Mentor schmentor!’ Anything she
can do, I can do better already.
e. This is my third litter and I’m tired
of growing out puppies. I want
something that will WIN and I mean,
NOW!
f. Which mentors do you intend to
work with now that you have all
those bloodlines???

9. What is the correct definition of a top
quality litter of pups?
        a. None have breed disqualifications
        b. None have serious genetic defects
        c. None have poor temperaments
        d. All are ideally marked
        e. Half of the litter finished
        f. One pup became a Top Ten ranking
          show dog (gotta’ repeat this one right
         away!)
        g. The quality of the pups was equally Cont'd on p. 6, col. 1...Tragic Loss...
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end that some veterinarians treat all dog breed-
ers like dirt bags. Technically, we are on the
same team and it is beyond certain that we’ve
saved lives their professional education and
training could not. Whether veterinarian and
dog breeder or mentor and student  it’s all
about functional relationships. Lacking re-
spect, no relationship will function. Yet daily
we witness supposedly serious students of
dog breeding or handling backstabbing their
dedicated mentors!

Mike and I have mentored newcom-
ers to the world of purebred dogs for the entire
duration of our marriage. I can recall few in-
stances I have been as emotionally wounded
by our own family members as I have by doggy
individuals we chose to mentor. Perhaps it is
human nature to become too controlling over
those we mentor on occasion. We may over-
protect them out of concern that others will
misuse them. At the same time we strive to
help them avoid making terrible mistakes.
However, mentoring at this initially intense level
should never extend beyond the point at which
the pupil has actually advanced into a suc-
cessful breeding program of his or her own.
There must be a clear distinction between ma-
nipulation and guidance. Yet, release from
quality mentoring can only be unwisely sought
with the first champion produced or in the first
five years of breeding for that matter. The use
of poor judgment by the mentored is never as
hard to swallow as utter disrespect without
provocation. Foolish as it will undoubtedly
seem to most of this reading audience, I sold
many outstanding, young show prospects to
complete novices. I remembered how difficult
it was to obtain a quality dog. Equally impor-
tantly, I did not want my dogs in large opera-
tions or breeding kennels, stacked in crates in
people’s basements or garages. So I stuck
my neck out and took a chance on novices
who kept their dogs at home, primarily as pets.
Each of them made verbal and written prom-
ises. Only a handful lived up to their contrac-
tual agreements. Some of our mentored were
extremely successful (the patient minority)
while others ruined perfectly good dogs. One
newbie we sold a quality pup to continually
despaired that the dog would never reach its’
full potential. However, maturity occurred pre-
cisely when I insisted it would and the dog
finished with a flourish. In fact, this dog contin-
ued to collect honors regularly until it began to
win on a national level. This apparently happy
conclusion was completely spoiled a short
time later when I inquired to purchase a pup
from the individual hoping to regain the blood-
line that I had disbursed in order to more freely
judge dogs. To my old fashioned way of think-
ing I believed my request would be received
as an honor by the grateful novice, only to be
quoted a price nearly twice that of the original

stock with potential strings attached! In shock
over this scandalous misbehavior, I was then
formally advised, “It’s only business and that
is the current pricing.”

Whoahoahoaaa there, little doggeez!
Let’s pause for a moment and analyze the
statement that selling dogs is ‘strictly busi-
ness.’ It wasn’t ‘way back’ when your mentor
entrusted you with their foundation stock! More-
over, if you claim to bear any love for them what-
soever, dogs are never ‘strictly business.’ If
they are, you are not a hobbyist - you are a
profiteer and had better change your “buy from
a breeder” motto to reflect your grasping men-
tality. Secondly, no student of a breed in the
initial process of learning should ever charge
top dollar for any puppy because he pos-
sesses neither the experience nor the cred-
ibility to back up that price tag. After you have
endured a decade or two and have produced
noteworthy, prepotent dogs that actually had
some influence on your breed and when you
are able to scrupulously manage and predict
the general development of a bloodline as your
mentor did, then and ONLY THEN charge a
reflective price. You did not breed the dogs of
note in those pedigrees that you are basing
the outrageous prices upon, nor do you even
remotely grasp the full impact of the innate
faults and virtues harbored within those blood-
lines. No photographs or second-hand rumors
will ever reveal that information to you. Only a
trusting, experienced mentor can offer those
breeding shortcuts and such information will
never intentionally be shared with a fool. Fol-
lowing in the wise footsteps of my own men-
tors, I failed to charge full price for a show pros-
pect until I had fifteen years under my belt as a
breeder. We rarely placed strings on any dog
and only requested approximately five puppies
back in all those years. We did not ask pick
puppy for a stud service in those days nor ever
required litters back on bitches sold. Our stud
dogs, when at public stud, were offered at fees
reflecting the PROVEN value of their get. There
is a point that seems to have been reached in
our modern dog world where hard-nosed busi-
ness principles have completely overshad-
owed good sense and propriety. There are
sufficient dog profiteers outside the legitimate
Fancy; we certainly don’t desire any on the in-
side. Many dog breeders are visibly infected
with a self-serving greed that has eroded their
essential respect for mentors and minimized
the true value of purebred dogs to such a de-
gree that it is reducing an otherwise fine Sport
to a paltry game. The reality is that the hearts
of this generation must change for gracious,
sensible conduct to reemerge in our world.

In another frustrating case, a sympa-
thetic, longtime mentor tucked under her wing
what could only be described as an “iffy” can-

didate for mentoring. This student came from
a most precarious position having purchased
breeding stock from disreputable sources and
selling it over a puppy miller’s network. How-
ever, the student seemed bent upon a course
of integrity and cleared up the negative ties as
requested. The candidate further insisted all
mediocre stock was disbursed and began
health-testing the few quality dogs on the pre-
mises. The mentorship ensued and the pupil
was able to finish a high quality dog of supe-
rior pedigree with the guidance of the breed
expert. Naturally, the mentor was contacted
again in order to help select the appropriate
mate. The mentor pored over pedigrees of
available dogs at the request of the student
until an excellent choice emerged. At the pupil’s
further request, the mentor offered herself as
a reference since the stud owner was quite
discriminating. Suddenly in midcourse, the
pupil jumped ship and decided instead to
breed to an untitled dog with an incompatible
pedigree. The motivations were supposedly
financial and for the sake of simplification. A
very old, mediocre quality dog was provided
the pupil without charge from a calculating
source that only requested “a puppy back in
return.” The clever, second-rate breeder was
thereby able to seduce the naive student and
acquire stock from a bloodline that was previ-
ously unavailable without investing a penny.
Moreover, an unwanted dog at retirement age
was conveniently disposed of at the same time
from a sizeable kennel operation. When the
mentor was informed of this treachery, she
replied calmly and candidly, “If it were possible
to breed high quality dogs conveniently and
cheaply, every dog breeder in America would
be equally successful.” Consequently, in both
cases the mentors severed all ties with these
(sic) ‘serious students’ of their breed.

What other course can ensue when
mentors apply full effort and skill toward the
success of individuals who later proffer the
proverbial “knife-in the-back” treatment? One
could wish to label these pupils’ sophomoric
actions “poor judgment,” but the greedy moti-
vations behind them would swiftly nullify those
otherwise inert descriptions. These are but
two examples plucked from among dozens of
graceless incidences mentors around the
country are reporting regularly, obviously in-
creasing the number of abandoned or drop-
out students each year. The only reward any
mentor is ever granted for his or her personal
investment is the satisfaction of shaping a
successful and ethical patron for their breed.
After several such devastating experiences in
the lives of longtime mentors, it is little wonder
so few will extend their time and talent to the
continually inquiring newbies vying for their
attention. It is seldom true that the dog world’s
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finest canine mentors are, as so commonly
characterized, “stuck up,” but rather that
they have simply been burned emotionally
one too many times. If you are a student of
a breed; please don’t confuse emotional dis-
tancing with arrogance since they aren’t re-
motely alike. If you would be mentored by
one of America’s renowned Doggites, you
may find it necessary to prove your loyalty
to them and their dogs first.

“Bloodlines,” as we once acknowl-
edged them, are fast disappearing. The rem-
nants of those precious, former hardwoods
are being sold as a commodity to the high-
est bidders both here and abroad. In the
place of the elaborate effort that once hall-
marked a lifelong craft one discovers
pressed board covered over with cheap lami-
nates. Is it possible that the invocation of
genetic charting in some fashion has ended
America’s reverence for bloodlines? Or is it
merely the saturation of equal amounts of
greed and egomania on the part of today’s
foundationally disengaged crew of incoming
dog breeders that is to blame? The principles
that have long sustained dog breeding, as
applied both intellectually and instinctively
are clearly on the wane. In direct repercus-
sion, mentoring has become a most pre-
carious proposition for all who compose the
framework of the Sport of Dogs. Will edu-
cating breeders with the intact blanket ap-
proach resolve these issues? We will be
most fortunate if this program can manage
a nip at their fast wilting buds. If public edu-
cation could instill ethics and character this
program could be deemed feasible, however,
individual mentoring (like the parenting role
that it has always evoked) remains the only
practical, proven and effective means by
which to tackle such perplexing problems
and that process is entirely dependent upon
willing and worthy students. It occurs to me
that in order for a breeder education program
to succeed, there must be a valid
mentorship program firmly in residence. Re-
cruitment for qualified, mentoring volunteers
to act as “big brothers” to novice breeders
will prove absolutely essential. No family is
functional without diligent parents nor will
any breeder educational system flourish
minus experienced, conscientious mentors.
If those prerequisites could be met, it still
remains to be seen whether or not there
exists a sufficient headcount enrolling in
breeder education to salvage the future of
an entire nation’s purebred dog Fancy.
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Bouquets & BiscuitsBouquets & BiscuitsBouquets & BiscuitsBouquets & BiscuitsBouquets & Biscuits
*Champion Chattelane’s Roubi Slippers
(Ch Destineez Running Brave x Ch
Chattelane’s Miss Farrar) finished her title
on 3/27/04 with a third major and BOB win.
Roubi is proudly owned by Richard and
Sharon Edwards and her breeder Errolyn
Martin

*Abralyns Michael Kandu UDX, (CH
Sandcastle Hi Stakes Gambler x Abralyns
Dazlynn Danielle CD) finished his Utility Dog
Excellent title on Jan 24 2004 at the
Schenectady Dog Training Club. He is the
3rd UDX for his dam and the 2nd for his
sire. “Michael” is the 4th UDX trained by
his breeder and owner, Martin Zarge.

(ed's note: Martin Zarge is the only person
in the US with 4 UDX  Miniature Schnau-
zers)

*Ch Aragon Supercalifragilistic (Ch
Aragon Outrageous Fortune X Ch Sathgate
Xpialidocious) completed his championship
title at the Alamance Kennel Club
on March 18, 2004. He was entirely owner
handled to his title and is the
3rd champion for his sire and the first for
his dam

*Am.Can.Ch. Annfield Golly Gee
(Am.Can.Ch.Annfield Declaration Day x
Can.Ch. Annfield Oh By Golly) has recently
completed the requirements for her U.S.
title. “Genie” is the second AKC champion
for her dam and the first for her sire. She
was breeder, owner handled by Don Emslie
and Tim Doxtater.

*Can.Ch.Minuteman Repitition
Romantica finished her title on March 5.
Am.Can.Ch.Minuteman 100 Rifles ex
Repitition’s Wild Side. Bred by Kate
McMillan and co-owned with Kurt
Garmaker, “Madeline” is the 10th Can.Ch.
for her sire, and first for her dam.

*Can.Ch.Kaydees The Quick And The
Dead finished in February. “Wyatt” is
is the 5th Champion for Can.Ch.Minuteman
Ten Dead Cats and first for
Can.Ch.Kaydees Annie Get Your Gun.
She’s owned by Kate McMillan and bred
by Kay Deveyrac.

*Can.Ch.Kaydees Fistful Of Dynamite fin-
ished on March 7 and is the 6th Can.Ch. for
Can.Ch.Minuteman Ten Dead Cats and sec-
ond for Can.Ch.Kaydees Annie Get Your
Gun. He was bred by Kay Deveyrac and
owned by Corinne Kelly (Australia).

*Ch.Blackheath's Mist Walker (Pagan) fin-
ished the requirements for his
championship (breeders/owner/handled) at
the San Antonio Kennel Club on March 6,
2004 Pagan was bred by Sue Hersee and
Kim Cox and co finished from the bbex
class.

MACH Loneacre’s Girls Nite Out, UDX,
Can. UD, U-CDX, MXP, MJP,  (Ch.
Sercatep’s Nite Flite x CH Jacqueminot
Jhirmack) earned her Master Jumpers Pre-
ferred agility title on Friday the 13th of Feb-
ruary, 2004, at the CCDAC Agility Trial in
Ann Arbor, Michigan. “Katie” is 11 l/2 years
young and was bred by Beth Santure. She
is owned, trained and totally loved by Lynn
Baitinger, of Rochester, Michigan.

Am. & Can. CH Loneacre’s Small Town
Girl, CD, AX, MXJ (CH. Summerwynd Sev-
enth Wonder II x CH Loneacre’s Just My
Style) earned her Companion Dog Title at
Sportsmen’s Dog TC on Feb. 22, 2004.
Morgan was bred by Beth Santure and is
owned, trained and totally spoiled by Lynn
Baitinger, of Rochester, Michigan.

If I sit here long enough, maybe
the'll notice me!
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MEANWHILE AT THE SHOWSMEANWHILE AT THE SHOWSMEANWHILE AT THE SHOWSMEANWHILE AT THE SHOWSMEANWHILE AT THE SHOWS
SHOW DATE DOG OWNER WIN

Niagara Falls KC 8-Jan Ch. Sterling Nite’s Like This Dorn BOB
Niagara Falls KC 9-Jan Adamis Nite’s Btwn The Sheets  Dorn WB,BW,BOS
Westminster KC 9-Feb Ch. Regency’s Twist of Fate Verna/Potts BOB
Westminster KC 9-Feb Ch.Blythewood Special Blend Drost/Rohrer BOS
Westminster KC 9-Feb Ch.Repitition’s Busta Move Bessemer 1st AOM

Westminster KC 9-Feb Ch. Ruedesheim’s Gigilo Lockney 2nd AOM
Plum Creek KC 13-Feb Century Shadow Dancer Nesseth/Nickerson                    WD,BOW,BOB,PGr.1
Wyoming VKC 14-Feb Nite’s Sin Wagon Dorn WB,BOS
Wyoming VKC 14-Feb Ch. Sterling Nite’s Like This Dorn BOB
Olean KC 15-Feb Ch. Sterling Nite’s Like This Dorn BOB

Olean KC 15-Feb Adamis Nite’s Btwn The Sheets     Dorn WB,BOS
Valdosta KC 20-Feb Ch.Repitition’s Busta Move Bessemer BOB
Rockland Cty KC 21-Feb Adamis Nite’s Btwn The Sheets     Dorn WB,BOS
Rockland Cty KC 22-Feb Ch. Sterling Nite’s Like This Dorn BOB
Ocholocknee KC 22-Feb Royalcourt Ready Set Go Lewis/Greco WD,BOW

Ocholocknee KC 22-Feb Royalcourt Leather & Lace Lewis/Hutchcraft WB,BOW
SE Alabama KC 23-Feb Royalcourt Ready Set Go Lewis/Greco WD
SE Alabama KC 23-Feb Royalcourt Leather & Lace Lewis/Hutchcraft WB,BOW
Okaloosa KC 24-Feb Royalcourt Ready Set Go Lewis/Greco WD,BOW
Okaloosa KC 24-Feb Royalcourt Leather & Lace Lewis/Hutchcraft WB,BOW

Okaloosa KC 25-Feb Royalcourt Ready Set Go Lewis/Greco WD
Sun Country Terrier Club 26-Feb Jolee’s Rising Star Williams WB,BOW,BOS
Panama City KC 26-Feb Royalcourt Ready Set Go Lewis/Greco WD,BOW
Panama City KC 26-Feb Royalcourt Leather & Lace Lewis/Hutchcraft WB,BOW
Monticello KC 27-Feb Ch. Sterling Nite’s Like This Dorn BOB

Monticello KC 28-Feb Nite’s Sin Wagon Dorn WB,BOS
Three Rivers KC 28-Feb Fairways Top Flight Handlen WB,BOS
Three Rivers KC 28-Feb Ch. PIP’N Troublemaker Taylor BOB
Belle City KC 29-Feb Prairieland Deal Me Aces Toft                                             WD, BW, BP, BPGr. 3
Superstition KC 29-Feb Jolee’s Rising Star Williams BOS

Belle City KC 1-Mar Repitition’s Heaven Sent Toft/Garmaker WB,BOS
Belle City KC 1-Mar Kingsway King of Swing Seper WD,BOW
Orangeville KC 5-Mar Carbor How Sweet It Is Borrelli                                       WD,BOW,BOB,PGr.1
Orangeville KC 5-Mar Carbor Wanna Have Fun Perry/Borrelli WB,BOS
Everglades Terrier Club 5-Mar Royalcourt Ready Set Go Lewis/Greco WD

Everglades Terrier Club 5-Mar Royalcourt Leather & Lace Lewis/Hutchcraft WB,BOW
Comal Cty KC 5-Mar Blackheath’s Mist Walker Hersee/Cox WD,BOW
Franklin TN KC 6-Mar Prairieland Deal Me Aces Toft WD
Palm Beach Cty DFA 6-Mar Aragon Supercalifragilistic Gordon WD,BOW
Lost Dutchman KC 6-Mar Jolee’s Rising Star Williams BOB

Comal Cty KC 6-Mar Blackheath’s Mist Walker Hersee/Cox WD,BOW
Lost Dutchman KC 7-Mar Jolee’s Rising Star Williams BOB
Chintimini K.C.                    13-Mar Annfield Golly Gee Emslie/Doxtater WB,BOB
Ft Lauderdale DFA 13-Mar Aragon Supercalifragilistic Gordon WD
Chintimini K.C.                    14-Mar Annfield Golly Gee Emslie/Doxtater WB,BOB

Ft Lauderdale DFA 14-Mar Aragon Supercalifragilistic Gordon WD
Alamance KC 18-Mar Aragon Supercalifragilistic Gordon WB,BOW
New Brunswick KC 19-Mar Jo-Mi’s Shogun O’Blythewood Ikeda WD
New Brunswick KC 20-Mar Jo-Mi’s Shogun O’Blythewood Ikeda WD,BOW
New Brunswick KC 20-Mar Blythewood Under Her Spell Schott/Huber WB,BOS

Twin Brooks KC 25-Mar Blythewood Under Her Spell Schott/Huber WB,BOW,BOS
27-Mar Ch. Chattelane’s Roubi Slippers Martin/Edwards WB,BOW,BOB

Douglassville KC of GA 28-Mar Ch. Chattelane’s Roubi Slippers Martin/Edwards BOB
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THE AMERICAN MINIATURE SCHNAUZER CLUB Home

The American Miniature Schnauzer Club will be hosting  its  Roving  Spring
Specialty on Saturday, April 10th , 2004 at the Georgia National Fairgrounds &
Agricenter in Perry, Ga.

Special arrangements have been made for hotel accommodations at the Best
Western, Exit 135 (same exit as fairgrounds).  Phone number:  478-218-5200

35 rooms  have been blocked for the American Miniature Schnauzer Club:
(mention AMSC when reserving your room)

        $ 49.00      1 king bed/2 queen beds
   59.00      1 room suite
   69.00      2 room suite (Kitchenette)

Both smoking and non-smoking are available.  We have requested first floor
(down and outs), not guaranteed but  they will try to accommodate our group as
best possible,  however, it will be first come first serve.  There are five exit
doors, the hotel also has elevators.   There will be a one time non-refundable
pet fee.

All rooms have a refrigerator/microwave.   Continental breakfast served be-
tween 6:30 a.m. and 10 a.m.    Pool available.   The Days Inn and Suites is adja-
cent to a large field.

Please call to reserve your room as soon as possible. As of February 15th, the
remainder of the rooms not reserved will need to be cancelled. Regular rates
will then apply.   Once you have reserved a room in your name, the  “24-hour
prior to arrival date” no charge,  cancellation policy will be in effect.

The Miniature Schnauzer Club of Atlanta will be hosting a Banquet Dinner at
the New Perry Hotel on Saturday, April 10th.  The MSCA Specialty will be Sun-
day, April 11th. All Breed Shows on April 8th and 9th.

Any questions, call or e-mail:  Don or Shirley Cox:  docs1@MSN.com
             770-592-4977

FOUR SHOWS-TWO SPECIALTIES-1 BANQUET-GREAT TIME!



NEW
SHIRT

BACK

FRONT
Ladies V-Neck                 $30.   plus  $5.00 postage
Beige with Navy neck and sleeve trim
SIZES: SMALL,MEDIUM,LARGE, XL, XXL

MEN'S 3-BUTTON SPORT SHIRT
Beige with contrasting collar and
sleeve trim $35  plus $5.00 postage
SIZES: Medium, Large, XL, XXL

MEN'S 3-BUTTON SPORT SHIRT
NAVY WITH POCKET                 $35.   plus  $5.00 postage
SIZES: MEDIUM,LARGE, XL, XXL

SWEATSHIRT in STEEL BLUE $40.   plus  $5.00 postage
SIZES: SMALL,MEDIUM,LARGE, XL, XXL

Make checks payable to
AMSC

Send order to:
Mildred Shultz

7028 Estes Drive
Arvada, CO 80004-1752

303-424-4593

Shipping to Canada $7.00 (US)
Shipping Overseas  $15.00 (US)

ORDER FORM

ITEM                          SIZE      QUANTITY            PRICE EACH  TOTAL

Ladies _____        _______  @$30.00  =             $____________

MEN'S  _____   _______  @$35.00  = $____________

MEN'S/POCKET         _____   _______  @$35.00  = $____________

SWEATSHIRT  _____   _______  @$40.00  = $ ___________

TOTAL POSTAGE $ ___________

TOTAL ENCLOSED $ ___________

Myotonia congenita Registry Submission Application
Instructions:
Please complete this application and attach a good quality photocopy of the dog’s myotonia test certificate and a copy of the dog’s
pedigree.  The DNA results with certificate number, registration number and name, and owner name must be legible.  separate
application for each dog.  A dog’s listing in this registry is permanent regardless of transfer of ownership.  All owners of the dog
on the date of application must sign this form.
Dog Registered Name :  ___________________________________________________
Dog Registration Number : _________________________________________________

Owner Name/Address:   ___________________________________________________
   ___________________________________________________

              Tele:     ___________________________________________________

This request has been prepared by  __________________________________________
(print owner name)

with the full consent of all owners of the dog on the date of submission. All owners request this dog’s DNA test
result be listed in the AMSC Myotonia congenita Registry.
Signature of owner: __________________________________      Date: ____________

__________________________________ __________________________________
Co-owner signature Co-owner name (please print)
__________________________________ __________________________________
Co-owner signature Co-owner name (please print)

SEND TO:
Gwen Mulheron
6317 78th Avenue SE
Salem, OR 97301-9108



This beautiful colorful woven 100% cotton afghan of Miniature
Schnauzers in a garden setting will be a keepsake.  Black, Salt/
Pepper and Black/Silver Minis are at home on green grass with
colorful shrubs, trees and flowers in the background.
Lori Bush and Mildred Shultz collaborated with the artist at We
Love Country on this very unique design.

$65. Plus $5. Shipping

Shipping Canada $7.  Overseas $15. (US Funds)

NAME __________________________________________

Address_________________________________________

City________________________State_____Zip_________

Phone_____________________ email________________

ORDER FORM

Afghan Quantity______ @ $65 each   ___________

Shipping        ___________

Total         ____________

Make checks payable to AMSC
Send order to:
Mildred Shultz
7028 Estes Drive
Arvada, CO 80004



SECRETARY
Ms Terrie Houck
105 Fite’s Creek Road
Mount Holly, NC 28120
PH:704-827-6544
destineez2@aol.com
secretary@amsc.us

PRESIDENT
Mr. Lanny Hirstein
2095 Washington Rd
Washington,IL 61571-2059
309-745-8530
penfile@aol.com
president@amsc.us
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Mr. John Constantine
718 Gravel Pike
Graterford, PA 19426-1640
610-454-0806
Adamisms@hotmail.com
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AMSC  Web page:  http://amsc.us
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FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE:  The following information is given to help conduct
AMSC business more efficiently.  Please remember that the Secretary and the
AMSCOPE editor should BOTH be notified of address changes, club officers
and specialty results.

AMSCOPEAMSCOPEAMSCOPEAMSCOPEAMSCOPE
Carla M. Borrelli, Editor
1799 South Creek Road
Derby, NY 14047-9729

 UPCOMING SPECIALTIES

Gr.Columbus MSC               April 17, 2004
Sweeps:Carol Somers

Regular Classes: Claudia Seaberg
Cinci  MSC               May 7, 2004

Sweeps: Jeanette Haskell
Regular Classes: John Constantine

Cinci  MSC              May 8, 2004
Sweeps: Myra Snyder

Regular Classes: Anne Katona
Centennial State MSC May 28, 2004

Sweeps: Brian Bogart
Regular Classes: Ronald Krohne

Chicago MSC (GLATA) June 12, 2004
Sweeps: Bob Condon

Regular Classes: Terri Lyddon
Milshore MSC                        July 23, 2004

Sweeps: Mr.Jere Olsen
Regular Classes: Mrs Janie Bousek

Metropolitan Cleveland MSC       July 29, 2004
Sweeps: Dean Stuart

Regular Classes: Frances Cazier

AMSC SPECIALTIES
Great Western KC                                    June 19, 2004
            Regular Classes: Kenneth McDermott
                          Sweeps: Linda Drost
Montgomery County KC                          October 3, 2004

  Regular Classes: Clayton Coady
       Sweeps: Barry Christy

IKC (Chicago)            February 27, 2005

Regular Classes: Jon Cole
Sweeps: Marilyn Cooper

GWTA             June 25, 2005
Regular Classes: Claudia Seaberg

Sweeps: Carol Beiles
Montgomery County KC           October 9,2005

Regular Classes: Penny Hirstein
Sweeps: Carma Ewer

PLEASE NOTE

The Roster is usually published
with this issue.  It will be a little
late this year.....hopefully, I will
have it with the next issue.
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